QUALITY IMPROVEMENT RESEARCH

Qualitative methods in research on healthcare quality
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There are no easy solutions to the problem of improving the quality of care. Research has shown how difficult it can be, but has failed to provide reliable and effective ways to change services and professional performance for the better. Much depends on the perspectives of users and the attitudes and behaviours of professionals in the context of their organisations and healthcare teams. Qualitative research offers a variety of methods for identifying what really matters to patients and carers, detecting obstacles to changing performance, and explaining why improvement does or does not occur. The use of such methods in future studies could lead to a better understanding of how to improve quality.

“The concept of quality in health care is multidimensional and complex and some of the questions we want to ask about the quality of care or services may not be amenable to quantitative measurement. Qualitative research has come to the fore in health and social research by providing ways of answering these sorts of questions, both in the form of “stand alone” or independent research projects and as a complement to quantitative studies.

The use of qualitative methods in qualitative research involves the systematic collection, organisation, and analysis of textual material derived from talk or observation. It is rooted in the interpretive perspectives found in the humanities and social sciences. Qualitative research involves the systematic collection, organisation, and analysis of textual material derived from talk or observation. It is rooted in the interpretive perspectives found in the humanities and social sciences. Qualitative methods study phenomena and events in their natural settings, often interpreting them in terms of the subjective meanings attached to the individual. Qualitative methods for collecting data include interviews, observation, and analysis of documents. Different methods may be appropriate to different situations and different research questions. In some cases a single method may be used while in others a combination of methods may be employed. In this paper we focus on interview based and observational methods as these are the most commonly used in quality assessment.

THE METHODS

Qualitative researchers study phenomena and events in their natural settings, often interpreting them in terms of the subjective meanings attached to the individual. Qualitative methods for collecting data include interviews, observation, and analysis of documents. Different methods may be appropriate to different situations and different research questions. In some cases a single method may be used while in others a combination of methods may be employed. In this paper we focus on interview based and observational methods as these are the most commonly used in quality assessment.

Interview based methods

Individual face to face interviews may be either semi-structured or in-depth. Semi-structured interviews are typically based on a flexible topic guide that provides a loose structure of open ended questions to explore experiences and attitudes. In-depth interviews provide an opportunity to obtain more detail about an issue or experience, and are especially useful for exploring experiences of care. Because this method elicits people’s own views and accounts, it can have the
additional benefit of uncovering issues or concerns that had not been anticipated or considered by the researchers. In order to ensure that really detailed information is gathered, interview methods require experienced researchers with the necessary sensitivity and ability to establish rapport with respondents, to use topic guides flexibly and follow up questions and responses.

Focus groups are similar in structure to face to face interviews but they use the interaction of a group of, typically, 6–8 people to generate data. This allows group members to talk to one another, argue and ask questions, and is especially useful for finding out about shared experiences. Focus groups have been successfully used with users and staff. One adaptation of this method is the “exploration group” in which different healthcare providers who have direct contact with a particular health problem review and discuss some material such as audio or video taped cases or interviews in order to develop an interpretative explanation.4

Another variant is the “quality circle”. This convenes a small group of healthcare providers and patients who meet at regular times for a determined period to formulate hypotheses or action points to improve quality in health care.5

Observation based methods
The systematic observation of organisational settings, team behaviour, and interactions is especially useful in studying quality issues as it allows researchers to uncover everyday behaviour rather than only relying on interview accounts. These methods are increasingly used in the study of organisation and delivery of care6 and can be especially useful in uncovering what really happens in particular healthcare settings—for example, in the study of everyday work in labour wards7—and for formative evaluation of new services.

Narrative based medicine
Narrative based medicine is one of several patient centred approaches that can give the physician access to the lived experience of their patients. This is the context in which the physician interprets symptoms and signs and in which personal healthcare decisions are made. It can therefore be an approach to understanding how healthcare decisions are made.

SAMPLING
Qualitative methods are designed to yield detailed and holistic views of the phenomena under study. The aim of qualitative research is not therefore to identify a statistically representative set of respondents or to produce numerical predictions. Qualitative research questions tend to be exploratory and not tied to formal hypothesis testing, so the sampling strategies used in qualitative research are purposive or theoretical rather than representative or probability based.8 This means that respondents are sampled based on specific predetermined criteria in order to cover a range of constituencies—for example, different age, social class, and cultural backgrounds (see box 1).9 To locate hard to reach individuals or groups, researchers can use “convenience” venues, informants, or social networks.

The sample sizes for interview studies tend to be much smaller than those used in survey or more quantitative research; they may include 30–50 respondents, although this can vary with the research question asked. Similarly, observational studies may be based on a single case study, perhaps focusing on one organisational setting such as a clinic or ward.

ANALYSIS
Qualitative analyses attempt to preserve the textual form of the data gathered and to generate analytical categories and explanations. This may be done inductively—that is, obtained gradually from the data—or deductively—that is, with a theoretical framework as background (box 2),10 either at the beginning or part way through the analysis as a way of approaching the data.

There are various software packages designed to assist with the organisation and retrieval of qualitative data. Among those most commonly used are QSR NUD*IST11 and Atlas Ti.12 Some of these packages enable sophisticated analysis, allowing the researcher to make theoretical links within the data set; others identify co-occurring codes and provide opportunities to annotate codes or portions of text. All of these processes are integral to qualitative data analysis, but whether software is used or not, the key point about the analysis is that it relies on systematic and rigorous searching of text for categories and themes. These categories and themes are collected together, compared, and re-analysed to develop hypotheses or theoretical explanations. When conducting this coding analysis the researcher gives consideration to the actual words used, the context, the internal consistency, the specificity of responses that is more based on own experiences.

Box 1 Focus group study to obtain information directly from adolescent young women on their knowledge and expectations concerning contraceptive use and their attitude to healthcare

To obtain a range of views, a purposive direct sampling strategy was followed to organise the focus groups. Four secondary schools with different educational levels were selected because of the correlation with sexual behaviour of adolescents. In each school all 17 year old young women of one small 5th grade class were asked to participate. Each group comprised six or seven participants, with a total of 26. Differences in sexual experiences and social classes fostered lively interaction within the groups. The discussions were tape recorded, transcribed, and analysed by content analysis. Knowledge of the daily use and side effects of contraceptives was insufficient. The general practitioner was the most frequently consulted healthcare provider for the first pill prescription, but for a gynaecological examination they thought they had to visit a gynaecologist. Mothers and the peer group were important in teenagers’ decision making and should be considered when communicating with adolescent young women.

Box 2 Investigation of barriers to implementing guidelines for the management of depression in general practice10

Information about how general practitioners (34 in the intervention group) managed patients with depression were obtained from review of records and assessment of outcome with a standard patient completed questionnaire. The guidelines were issued to the general practitioners and they were then interviewed individually to identify their personal barriers to acting on the recommendations. The interviews were semi-structured and were recorded and transcribed. Psychological theories of behaviour change were used as the framework for analysing the interviews. The transcripts were repeatedly studied independently by several researchers. An example of the barriers identified through use of a theoretical framework relates to the theory of self-efficacy. Some general practitioners did not feel able to ask about suicide risk because they lacked confidence in their ability to use an appropriate form of words. After the general practitioners had been given suggestions for phrases to use, the proportion of patients whose suicide risk had been assessed increased.
of respondents, and the big ideas beneath all detailed information. It is important in this process not to lose sight of the narrative and textual structure of qualitative data, and to pay attention to the context of items of data (box 3). While software packages can assist with this labour intensive process and offer great potential for managing large data sets, they are not a substitute for thorough knowledge or “immersion” in the data which enables the researcher to identify connections and patterns, to make systematic comparisons, and to develop interpretations.

RELIABILITY AND VALIDITY

When it comes to judging the quality of qualitative research, qualitative methods are often seen as scoring highly in terms of internal validity. By documenting how people really behave in “natural” everyday situations and examining in detail what people mean when they describe their experiences, feelings, attitudes and behaviour, these methods are seen as providing an accurate representation of the phenomena studied. Reliability, which is a particular strength of quantitative research, cannot always be judged so easily within a qualitative study. The settings and groups studied within qualitative research may be unique to the particular context or time period, and it is unlikely that a study can be replicated in the way that a controlled experiment can. Sometimes it is possible to involve other researchers in the analytical process to code the data independently or to discuss emerging themes and categories to try to reach consensus about the interpretation of the data. It is important that a clear account of the data collection and analysis is provided to allow readers to judge the evidence and interpretations presented. This clear exposition is also essential for judging the transferability of findings to other settings or groups.

SOME EXAMPLES OF QUALITATIVE RESEARCH ABOUT THE QUALITY OF HEALTH CARE

Qualitative research has been used in a number of ways to look at the quality of health care. To illustrate how these methods can inform quality improvement, we focus on three areas where qualitative methods have made a contribution: (1) in identifying salient features of care to inform service delivery and organisation; (2) in exploring organisational and other obstacles to change, notably within the context of healthcare evaluation; and (3) by complementing other research approaches either in the preliminary development of measures or in explaining or implementing findings.

Identifying what really matters to patients and care providers

Interviews or focus group methods are especially helpful in assessing user views of services and healthcare provision and in revealing why some care is perceived as poor quality. One interview study looked at patients’ perceptions of the reassurance provided by rheumatologists and found that the typical methods of imparting reassurance, often by minimising or downplaying the seriousness of the arthritic condition, were frequently misinterpreted by patients. This study showed that clinicians needed to be more aware of patients’ own views and experience of health problems and to adapt their explanations and information giving to increase its salience for this group of patients.\(^\text{18}\) Similarly, an Australian study\(^\text{19}\) found that the quality of information and reassurance given to women receiving abnormal cervical smear test results was poor and recommended different verbal and written information to meet women’s information needs and to improve the quality of care.

Qualitative work can be helpful in identifying cultural and social factors that hinder or encourage service use. This information can be directly fed back to healthcare providers to help them improve service delivery (box 1).\(^\text{14}\) In the UK, focus groups with women from ethnic minorities\(^\text{20}\) identified administrative and language barriers which prevented these women from using cervical screening services.

Identifying obstacles to change

By establishing the reasons behind certain behaviours, qualitative research can help to identify barriers to practice change. Success will be more likely if the methods used to implement change are chosen to address the prevailing barriers.\(^\text{21}\) Interview studies have been used to identify modifiable factors associated with prescribing by general practitioners\(^\text{22}\) and to distinguish doctor and patient related factors that explain a high level of prescribing of antibiotics.\(^\text{23}\) Sometimes qualitative research is helpful in understanding how organisations and teams within these work on a day to day basis. Observational research by Hughes and Griffiths\(^\text{24}\) on rationing in cardiac care conferences and neurorehabilitation meetings showed how decisions differed between these two types of service. Making these decision rules explicit makes it possible to see how this process might be improved or adapted. Elsewhere, interviews with general practitioners were used in a randomised trial of the implementation of guidelines for the management of depression in general practice to tailor intervention strategies to the needs of practitioners.\(^\text{25}\) The identified barriers to change included doctors’ perceived ability to assess suicide risk and inform patients about taking their medication (box 2). Further research is needed to elucidate the most efficient methods for identifying barriers to change and to investigate theoretical frameworks that can be used to understand barriers.

The complex structures and behaviours of healthcare organisations are increasingly recognised as critical factors in determining the quality of care.\(^\text{26}\) Qualitative methods offer a potential approach to assisting leaders of organisations to appreciate some of the local issues to be considered when introducing new ideas or transforming systems of care. However, more research is needed to investigate which qualitative methods could be most useful, and in what circumstances they should be used.

Another strength of qualitative research lies in its role within formative evaluation. Qualitative methods can provide insights to the process of policy implementation, identifying where and why this is successful, uncovering initial “teething problems”, and suggesting solutions. Qualitative methods have also been used to guide the design of a new “one stop” clinic for women with menstrual problems and to evaluate the service from the patient’s perspective.\(^\text{27}\)
The aim was to develop a standard quantitative measure of the views of patients referred from primary to secondary care. In order to identify the issues of concern to patients, a purposeful sample of patients who had been referred to secondary care was identified. Six focus group meetings were held and five patients who could not travel to a meeting were interviewed individually. Two researchers independently studied the transcripts and developed coding schemes. Differences were resolved through discussion. Five main themes emerged from the data:

- getting into care;
- fitting in with staff and systems of care;
- knowing what’s going on (obtaining information);
- continuity of care;
- limbo (progress through the healthcare system).

Failures in the first four themes led patients to report feeling as though they were not making progress and had been left in a state of limbo.

Complementing other research
Qualitative methods have long been used to inform more quantitative research approaches, notably assisting with research design and the development of outcome measures. They have been used in preliminary work for surveys to develop and test questionnaires—for example, the development of outcome measures. They have been used in preliminary work for surveys to develop and test questionnaires—for example, the development of outcome measures.

They can also be used as part of the process of dissemination of research evidence, and may be especially helpful in making findings relevant to patients and care providers. Thus, although it can be difficult to incorporate the views of patients or carers, qualitative methods may sometimes be useful in informing recommendations and guidelines.

The choice of method will depend on the topic and the evidence base, but patient or carer focus groups or interviews can be appropriate if the guideline is concerned with the interpersonal aspects of care, with very small subgroups of patients or carers, or if the available evidence is limited.

CONCLUSIONS
This paper has introduced some of the methods of qualitative research and outlined some ways in which they can contribute to quality improvement and management of change. Quality improvement is a major goal of the healthcare systems of most developed countries yet, despite almost two decades of research, effective approaches remain elusive. In order to understand better the human and organisational factors that influence the quality and safety of care, researchers should remember the potential role of qualitative methods. Qualitative research encompasses a range of methods that have successfully been used to explore issues of healthcare delivery from patient and provider perspectives. They can help both to illuminate different facets of “quality” and to inform quantitative approaches to researching health care.
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The words we attach to ideas and experiences shape our thinking about them. The terms “quality improvement”, “quality improvement project”, “QI tools”, “QI methods”, a “quality improvement activity” and many other examples of using the words “quality” and “improvement” in a noun or adjectival form have helped people to name and understand what was new about some new activities and energies to change and improve health care. I wonder if the way we use these words is changing?

The words “quality” and “improvement” are not new. From the early 14th century Latin “quaÆlis” and the later French “qualitie”, our modern word “quality” began its modern life as a word that referred to “of what sort?” and, since before 1400, “grade of excellence”. More recently in the 17th century the root “enprovement” of our word “improvement” began by referring to “good or profitable use”. In 1647 the meaning of “betterment” is recorded and relates to a specialized meaning of improving land for better uses. As we used the words “quality improvement” initially in health care, they were associated with some constructs new to health care such as “organization-wide quality efforts” which implied new roles for leaders. For some there were new ways of understanding health care giving as a process and system, and for others there were new “tools” such as flow charts or control charts. Initially it seemed appropriate to me to use the words “quality improvement” to name or define—as nouns do—a new category of ideas, methods, activities, and other phenomena.

Today we are improving quality by taking actions. “Quality improvement” is no longer an abstract, collection of ideas. We have some experience of translating these ideas into the real practice of health care. We act to understand and try tests of change in the care systems where patients and caregivers meet. We act to improve the delivery of care across the primary/secondary interface.

Today we are improving quality by taking actions. "Quality improvement" is no longer an abstract collection of ideas. We have some experience of translating these ideas into the real practice of health care. We act to understand and try tests of change in the care systems where patients and caregivers meet. We act to improve the delivery of care across the primary/secondary interface.
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